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Fixings 9/23/14 Month Average 1 Year Moving Average
London AM Gold 1225.00 1248.515 1286.422
London PM Gold 1222.00 1245.456 1287.804
London Silver 1792.00 1877.118 2023.034
London AM Platinum 1343.00 1380.765 1429.318
London PM Platinum 1337.00 1377.882 1429.763
London AM Palladium 816.00 857.118 785.192
London PM Palladium 811.00 854.588 786.240
Handy & Harman Silver 1774.00 1861.625 2024.987
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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP
COMEX December Gold 1214.90 1231.10 1220.50 1222.00 4.10 40/60
COMEX December Silver 17.725 17.840 17.705 17.779 0.005 -2.5/-1.5
NYMEX January Platinum 1328.30 1344.30 1331.40 1333.60 1.60 75/175
NYMEX December Palladium 801.65 818.45 809.35 815.80 12.65 0/1  

 

         

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) -50/+150
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) 1/4       

 

                     

Dollar / Yen 108.87 Aus/US 0.8841
Euro / Dollar 1.2858 Dollar/Rand 11.142

NYMEX Crude 91.93 NYMEX RBOB 2.6275

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Time)

 
 
        
    

 
  

The gods of the gold market must indeed have it in for bears.  Just 
when the stars seem to be perfectly aligned for the market to take a 
real run at the 1200 number, somebody somewhere takes an 
unexpected warhead to the forehead and it shakes the intestinal 
fortitude of the most recent shorts. Another unsightly mob rush for the 
exits ensues, and here we are.   
The unexpected nature of a wide-spread and coordinated bombing 
attack spearheaded by a recent Nobel Peace Prize winner on the eve of 
UN Week in New York, while absolutely fecund with satiric potential, 
does most certainly qualify as sufficient catalyst to bring some color 
to the shorts of the shorts.  The strength in gold hasn’t lasted, for as 
the old saying goes it takes two to tango, and there is no ISIS or ISIL 
air force to mention.  Their only response will be propaganda. 
This newest escalation of violence is probably not the best reason to 
be long gold.  But it may be sufficient cause to stay out of the short 
side for at least a little while.  At least until the depth of the west’s 
convictions are better known.   


